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1. INTRODUCTION 
The invariance principle has been exploited successfully in the investigation 
of the asymptotic behavior of solutions of evolutionary equations which 
generate dynamical systems. 1 In his effort to extend the method to a wider 
class of equations, the author [2] has established an invariance principle for 
“compact processes.” 
As a demonstration of the applicability of the principle, we study here the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions of a wave equation generating a compact 
process which in the terminology of Ref. [2] is “asymptotically a dynamical 
system.” 
Let HO be a real separable Hilbert space. Consider the initial value problem 
C(s) + A(s) G(s) + Bu(s) = f(S), s E p, co), U-1) 
u(t) = %l 9 tip> = Ul , (1.2) 
where B is a positive self-adjoint operator densely defined on Ho and such 
that B-l is compact, A(s) E Cl((--CO, “o); .S’(H,; Ho)), andf(s) l Ll([t, co); Ho) 
for any t E (--CO, CO).* We assume further that for every s E (-00, CO), A(s) 
is nonnegative self-adjoint and that A(s) E .P([t, co); 8(Ho; Ho)) so that 
4) 
p;P(H,;H,,) 
- A, s+ co. (1.3) 
An interesting class of mixed initial-boundary value problems for hyper- 
bolic equations reduces to (1. l), (1.2) if Ho is identified with an appropriate 
Sobolev space. 
* This work was supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation. 
1 Numerous examples are presented in Ref. [l]. 
2 We employ throughout the notation k(s) = du/ds, ii(s) = d%/dP. 
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Existence and uniqueness theorems for (1. l), (1.2) are recorded in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we demonstrate that (1.1) generates a compact process which is 
asymptotically a dynamical system. A Liapunov functional for this process 
is constructed in Section 4. The principal result of the article is contained in 
Section 5 where it is shown that the solutions of (l.l), (1.2) decay to zero as 
s -+ co provided that ker A n ker(B - xl) = (0) for all positive h. In the 
special casef(S) = 0, A(s) independent of s, the above result has been estab- 
lished in Ref. [3] by a completely different method. 
The present approach can be used in order to study the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions of the more general (semilinear) equation 
$ (I44 4) + 444, a, 4 + B(s) @) = 0 (l-4) 
under appropriate assumptions on p(s), A(*, *, s) and B(s). However, the 
analysis is involved. In order to illustrate the applicability of the invariance 
principle in a clear fashion, we limit ourselves to the simplest nontrivial case 
(1.1). 
2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS 
Let ( , ) denote the inner product and jj * j/e the norm of Ho . The domains 
of the operators B, B112 equipped with norms 
II v II2 = II Bv 110 , (2-l) 
11 v /I1 E 11 B1k /lo = {Bv, v)~‘~, (2.2) 
respectively, yield Hilbert spaces H2 , HI . The dual of HI , if Ho is identified 
with its own dual, will be denoted by HeI . Thus H-, is the completion of 
H,, under the norm 
(2.3) 
It is clear that for i = 0, I, 2, Hi is dense in HimI , and the injection of Hi 
into HimI is compact. Note that for any v E H, , 
11 Bv I/e1 = .s.s$~ “;;l;” = sup “B1’2v’ B1’2W)’ = II v l/r, 
WOH, II w Ill 
(2.4) 
which shows that B can be extended in 8(H,; H-J. 
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We now record two existence theorems for (1 .I), (1.2). The proofs can 
be constructed easily by the methods developed in Lions, Ref. [4, Chapter 
VIII, Sections 1, 21. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that uO E HI , ul E H,, . Then there exists a 
unique u(s) E C”([t, CO); HI) u Cl([t, co); Ho) which satis-es (1.1) in H-, a.e. 
on [t, co) and admits initial conditions (1.2). Furthermore, 
II WI: + II w12 = II Ul II: + II uo IIf - 2 ,: MO %h 4ED d5 
+ 2 1’ (f(E), +3)> dt. (2.5) 
t 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that u. E Hz, u1 E HI, f(s) is absolutely 
continuous, and f(s) ELl([t, CO); Ho). Th en there exists a unique solution 
U(S) E Co([t, CO); Hz) u Cl([t, 0~)); HI) u C2([t, co); Ho) of (l.l), (1.2) and we 
have 
II w,2 + II qs)llf = II u2 Iii + II Ul 11; - 2 1; Gw) ~ct>9 %D d.5 
where 
- 2 j-’ (&T) c(f), +t)> d5 + 2 jr <f(f), C3> 8, 
t 
(2.6) 
u2 iis --A(t)u, - Bu, + f(t). (2.7) 
Remark 2.1. One can derive formally the “energy” integral (2.5) by 
integrating over (t, s) the ( , ) product of (1.1) by ti. Similarly (2.6) can be 
obtained by integrating over (t, s) the ( , ) product of the derivative of (1.1) 
by k3 
3. THE PROCESS GENERATED BY EQUATION (1.1) 
Let X denote the space HI x Ho equipped with the norm 
Ilo4 411 = (II u IIf + II v II,>““. (3.1) 
3 Under the assumptions of Proposition 2.2, the < , > product of (1.1) with ti is 
defined and the above-described derivation of (2.5) becomes rigorous. The validity 
of (2.5) in the general case can be established via completion. A similar procedure is 
employed for the rigorous derivation of (2.6). 
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Given x = (us , ui) E X, t E R, 7 E R+,4 we set 
qx, 7) = (u(t + T), qt + T)), (3.2) 
where u(s) is the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) on [t, co). On account of Proposi- 
tion 2.1, wt(x, 7) E X. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The map w:R xXx Rf-+X which sends (t,x,r) 
to wt(x, T) is a process 01z X (Ref. [2], Definition 2.1). 
Proof. Obviously 
wyx, 0) = x for all x E X, t E R, (3.3) 
wt(x, T + u) = wtfT(wt(x, T), u) for all x E X, t E R, cr, T E R+. (3.4) 
Using (3.1), (3.2), (2.5), and the positivity of A([) one obtains 
II wt(x, +I” < II x II2 + 2 j-i llf (t + 5)llo IIwYx, E)ll d5. (3.5) 
With the help of the generalized Gronwall inequality (Ref. [5, Chapter III, 
Corollary 4.41) (3.5) yields 
II W% 4 G II x II + j-1 Ilf (t + Ollo d-t. (3.6) 
Since (1.1) is linear, (3.6) implies that for any fixed 7 E Rf the one-parameter 
family of maps wt(*, 7) : X -+ X, parameter t E R, is equicontinuous. This 
result, together with (3.3) and (3.4), implies that w is a process on X. Q.E.D. 
Consider now the map 3 : X x R+ --F X which sends x = (us, ur) E X, 
r E Rf onto 
fqx, 7) = (W(T), e’(T)), (3.7) 
where w(T) is the solution of the initial value problem 
a(T) + z&(T) + h(T) = 0, (3.8) 
@9 = uo t d(O) = u1 . (3.9) 
It is clear that (3.8) and (3.9) is a special case of (1.1) and (1.2) and a is well- 
defined. In the place of (2.5) we have 
11 $T)ll: + 11 +>111” = /I ~1 11: + 11 ~0 11; - 2 ,:, (A@(f), $5)) 4 (3.10) 
4 We employ the standard notation R 3 (--CO, Q)), R+ = [0, CO). 
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which yields 
II @(x, 411 < II x II3 TER+-. (3.11) 
Furthermore, 
qx, 0) = x for any xEX, (3.12) 
qx, 7 + CT) = qqx, u), T) for all x EX, u, T E R+. (3.13) 
Recalling Definition 4.1 of Ref. [2] we conclude 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The map ti is a dynamical system. 
The connection between w and ti is established by the following 
PROPOSITION 3.3. The process w is asymptotically a dynamical system with 
asymptotic hull{@} (Ref. [2, Definition 4.41). 
Proof. We have the show that for any fixed x E X, r E R+, 
wyx, T) 5 w(x, T), t+ Co. (3.14) 
Combining the definitions of w and u we deduce that 
W’(X, T) - fi@, T) = (CLJ(t + T), c;(t + T)), 
where 
(3.15) 
8(s) + A(s)fiJ(s) + &u(s) = f (s) - [A(s) - A] d(s), (3.16) 
w(t) = 0, c;(t) = 0. (3.17) 
For the above equation we have the “energy” integral (analogous to (2.5)) 
II Wllf, + II 4s)ll; = -2 /l’ CW) 45),4l)> d5 + 2 j-1 <f (5),45)> d5 
- 2 s : <[A(f) - l $5), 43) df 
which on account of (3.11) yields the estimate 
(3.18) 
Ilk44 44)112 G 2 It” {llf G%o + II 40 - A I~P(H,:H,) II x II> II<40 WI1 d5. 
(3.19) 
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Recalling (3.15) and using the generalized Gronwall inequality, 
II wt(x, 7) - a(~, ~)ll d j-1 {IIf@ + ENo + II x II II 4t + 0 - A IIP~I~:H~~I dS 
(3.20) 
and (3.14) follows with the help of (1.3) and the integrability off. Q.E.D. 
4. THE LIAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Themap V:R x X+Rdejnedby 
V”(x) = II x II + j-y llf(4lo ds (4.1) 
is a Liapurwv functional for the process w (Ref. [2, Definition 5.11) which 
gsnerates the limiting Liapunov functional W, : R x X ---f R (Ref. [2, Defini- 
tion 5.21) with 
w*yx) 3 [( x I(. (4.2) 
Proof. Obviously the one-parameter family of maps Vt(*) : X + X, 
parameter t E R, is equicontinuous. Furthermore, using (4.1), (3.6), 
P(x) = hm+tTp k [Vt+7(wt(x, T)) - I/z(x)] 
= liE;yp i [II w@, ~>ll - II x II - /yT Ilf (s)llo ds] d 0. 
(4.3) 
Finally, for every sequence {T,} in R+ such that T,, + 00 as n + CO, 
vt+*“(X) + II * II, n-+ co, forany tER,xEX, (4.4) 
and the proof of the proposition is complete. 
5. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF SOLUTIONS 
We now state the main result of this article: 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let U(S) be the solution of (1.1) and (1.2) with uO E HI , 
u, E HO . If ker A n ker(B - AI) = (0} for all h E R+, then 
u(s) 
HI 
- 0, s4 co, (5.1) 
4s) 
HO 
- 0, s+ co. (5.2) 
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Proof. We set x = (z(, , ui). Consider the orbit 
wt(x, a) : Rf + X (5.3) 
of the process w which originates at the point (t, x) (Ref. [2, Definition 2.21). 
We have to show that 
wyx, T) s 0, T-+ 00. (5.4) 
Now H, is dense in HI , HI dense in H,,; further, the set of absolutely con- 
tinuous functions in Lr([t, co); HO) with first derivatives in Ll([t, co); HO) is 
dense in Ll([t, co); H,,). This observation together with the linearity of (1.1) 
and the estimate (3.6) imply that it is sufficient to establish (5.4) for the 
special case where u,, E Hz, u1 E HI , f(s) is absolutely continuous, and 
f(s) EW, 03); Ho). 
Equation (2.6) yields the estimate 
II WI: + II WI; < II uz 1120 + II Ul II? 
+ 2 1: {II &Y J H&&J ( II 40110 + llfcnllo> II eY0 a. 
(5.5) 
Applying the generalized Gronwall inequality (Ref. [5, Chapter III, Corol- 
lary 4.41), 
(II WI: + II w131’2 e (II u2 lli + II Ul lW2 
+ 1: {II ~Wzw,,;~~~ II W3lo + Il.&M dt. (5.6) 
We have assumed that ]I A([)l]9~H,;H,, ~Ll[t, co). Furthermore, (3.6) implies 
that /I $[)I/, EL~[~, co). It then follows from (5.6) that II d/dT wt(x, T)II is 
uniformly bounded on R+. Moreover, combining (5.6) with the estimate 
II f44ll2 = II ~Wlo < II Wll, + II 4mmf,;H,) II ill, + llf ml 3 (5.7) 
which is a consequence of (l.l), we deduce that II wt(x, T)I&~~~ is uniformly 
bounded on R+. Thus the orbit (5.3) is uniformly continuous and its range 
is precompact in X. It follows (Ref. [2, Proposition 3.21) that the w-limit set 
W”(X) of the orbit is nonempty, compact, and 
d(X, T) 1 d(X), T---t 00. (5.8) 
Let y = (wO , wr) E J(x). Using Proposition 5.1 of Ref. [2] we deduce that 
for any 7 E R+, @((y, T) E W”(X) and w”,“(a(y, T)) = constant, where W, is 
the limiting functional given by (4.2). Recalling (3.7) and (3.10) we deduce 
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that the solution n(r) of (3.8) with initial conditions s(O) = v,, , d(0) = or 
satisfies 
(AS(T), i)(T)) = 0 for all r E R+. (5.9) 
Since A is positive self-adjoint, (5.9) is equivalent to 
AC(T) = 0, TER+, (5.10) 
in which case (3.8) reduces to 
e(T) + BW(T) = 0. (5.11) 
Now B-l is a compact operator and hence every solution of (5.11) can be 
expanded in a series, 
W(T) = Re f c, exp(i &) 0, , 
n=l 
(5.12) 
where {A,} is the sequence of eigenvalues and {We} is the corresponding 
sequence of eigenvectors of B. Substituting from (5.12) into (5.10), 
Im f dA>,, exp(i ~GT) Au,, = 0, TER+, (5.13) 
VI=1 
or, using the elementary properties of almost periodic functions, 
c,Av, = 0, n = 1, 2,... . (5.14) 
We have assumed that ker A n ker(B - hl) = (0) for all h E R+. Hence 
(5.14) implies c, = 0, n = 1,2 ,..., i.e., w(T) = 0. Thus We = {0} and (5.4) 
follows from (5.8). Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.1. The differentiability condition imposed on A(s) is not 
necessary. Indeed it can be shown easily by completion that Propositions 2.1 
and 5.1 are true under the sole assumption A(s) E L:,,(( - co, co); P(H,,; H,,)). 
In this case (1.3) must be replaced by 
Remark 5.2. In the special case where [A(s) - A] ~Ll([t, co); 9(H,,; 23,)) 
one can prove the following proposition, which describes the asymptotic 
behavior of solutions of (l.l), (1.2) even if ker A A ker(B - M) contains 
nonzero elements for some h E R+: If u(s) is the solution of (1 .l) and (1.2) 
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with u,, E H, , U, E H, , then there exists a solution w(s) of (3.8) which satisfies 
(5.10) and 
u(s) - w(s) -3 0, s-+ al, (5.16) 
C(s) - ei(s) 3 0, s+ co. (5.17) 
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